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Innovative Homeowner Association Management Strategies

Regenesis means making
new beginnings using
eternal principles in
innovative ways.

Regenesis believes that
the goal of every homeowner association board
should be to promote
harmony by effective
planning, communication
and compassion.
The

Regenesis

Report

provides resources and
management tools for just
that purpose.
Every
month, articles of interest
t o
h o m e o w n e r
associations are offered
along with innovative
strategies for addressing
common problems.
Managing an HOA can be
a lonely and frustrating
task. Take heart. Help is
on the way.

Orderly Board Meetings
One of the scourges of the HOA world is
disorderly board meetings. HOAs large and
small struggle with meetings filled with the
cacophony of people talking over each other
as normal manners and courtesies are
abandoned.
Such meetings end in
frustration. Directors are discouraged when
they cannot deliberate and are tempted to
work in closed session. Observers are
discouraged from volunteering for board
service or even from attending future
meetings.
Consider the following:
Meeting Room Setup. Board meetings are
often set up so that the directors sit facing
the audience and not each other. That sends
two bad messages at once: that the directors
are talking to the audience and not talking to
each other. Instead, adjust tables in a “C”
shape with the open end facing the
audience.
Inadequate Open Forum.
Directors
should not talk during an open forum and
the audience should not talk during board
deliberations. Directors should pay close
attention to the comments in Open Forum,
so owners perceive that their comments and
questions are respected. If an issue arises
during the board meeting on which member
input is desired, the Chair can open up that
option as needed.
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Stay on Target. Directors need to focus on
the Agenda, not any topic that comes to
mind. When things stray off topic, the
Chair should gently but firmly move the
discussion back to the topic at hand. Do not
begin discussing a new topic until the
current one is resolved.
Avoid Long Meetings. Overly long
meetings lead to mental and physical
exhaustion. Avoid overly ambitious agendas
and insist that meeting materials be
reviewed by directors in advance. In others
words, the directors should come prepared
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Priceless

to make decisions. Avoid repetitive debate.
If it starts, call for a vote. Plan for a two
hour meeting or less if possible.
Don’t Ignore Disruption. Some rudely
talk over others, interrupt or otherwise
inject themselves in a disruptive way. Insist
that the Chair control such misbehavior by
warning the violator or even ejecting them
from the meeting if a repeat offender.
Allow Disagreement. There is nothing
wrong with a “nay” vote if one believes that
vote is not in the HOA’s best interests.
There is also nothing wrong with a 3 to 2
vote, which is just as binding as a
unanimous 5 to 0 vote. When there is
pressure to achieve consensus, dissenters
feel the pressure to conform and others are
frustrated when consensus fails. In a
democracy, the majority rules. You can’t
please everyone. Vote and move on.
Meeting Rules. All HOAs should have
meeting rules and standards of conduct
which are expected from directors and
audience.
Get Educated. Community Associations
Institute (CAI) has very helpful
publications regarding HOA management
and finances. If there is a local CAI
chapter, join it and get smarter. Find your
local chapter at www.CAIonline.org.
By Attorney Kelly G. Richardson

Have a
Favorite Vendor?

Has your HOA experienced
extraordinary service from a Seattle
Metro area vendor? Share your
experience and receive a signed
copy of “Trade HOA Stress for
Success”. Email the details along
with your mailing address to
info@regenesis.net
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Ask the HOA Expert
We have a resident owner that
is paranoid schizophrenic. He
vandalizes the common areas,
steals property and verbally
assaults the residents. All in all, he
poses a significant danger. We have
filed police reports and obtained a court
order requiring a mental evaluation.
The doctor keeps sending him home.
We are in the process of amending our
governing documents to deal with this
kind of situation and we’re back in
court to obtain an order to move him
off the property. We’re at wit’s end.

Q

These kinds of situations are
extremely frustrating but it
sounds like your attorney is
handling it properly. Dealing
with mentally unstable people is never
easy and courts are reluctant to pass
judgment without professional input.
Has the board sought out and contacted
relatives that might intervene without
the need for court action? If there are
relatives that can simply take care of
what needs to be taken care of (like
making alternate assisted living
arrangements), much time and expense
can be saved.

A

1. The HOA is responsible for doing so
since it affects the common elements.
2.
Non-conformity does reduce
property values in common wall
housing since the additions vary in
quality and, frankly, some additions
look awful (no accounting for taste).
3. Individuality should be limited to
the unit interior. That is what the
governing documents allow and if
adhered to, no one will object other
than guests.(
4. The board has no authority to allow
owner changes to the common area.
Doing so does not legitimize the action,
it only complicates enforcement for
future boards and exposes the directors
who approved such to personal legal
liability for exceeding their authority.

A
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I recently became a board
member. Previous boards have
failed to properly plan and
budget so we have no reserves.
The board decided to have a special
assessment of $2000/unit to boost the
balance in reserves. We are already
getting blowback from members. One
member questions whether we need to
continue operating the swimming pool
since it is lightly used. Another
suggests selling off the clubhouse to
raise money. How should the board
respond?

Q

A

2. Closing the Pool. Operating a pool
is one of an HOA's biggest expenses. If
a majority of the members no longer
want to pay for it, it may be time to
discuss closing it.
Review the
governing documents to see what the
process may be, if any, for
discontinuing a common amenity.

Q

Yes, your board should reserve
for these items for a number of
reasons:

A

There are several issues here.
1. Special Assessment. It's best
to have a reserve study done
first to determine how much
money is needed and how soon. The
board wouldn’t want to have to do two
special assessments close together.

It is useless to amend the bylaws for
situations like this. Some issues simply
need to be dealt with on their own
merits as difficult as that process might
be. Mentally unstable people don’t
play by the rules.
For many years, the board has
not enforced architectural and
design restrictions.
Consequently, many unit
owners have installed storm doors
and/or changed the exterior light
fixtures on their units. There is now
little or no conformity regarding those
additions or changes. Our recent
reserve study shows that we are
woefully underfunded, so conformity
is the least of our worries! Should the
board ignore reserving for these items
and move forward until we are
financially solvent?
Will the
non-conformity affect property values?
Is a little individuality such a bad thing
in an HOA?

The homeowner ordered the
work, the homeowner pays the
contractor’s bill. If the work
impacts the common area and is
not in compliance, the board should
have it corrected, if possible, and bill
the homeowner.
Advise the
h o me o w n e r t h a t n o f u r t h e r
communication should take place
directly with the landscape contractor.
The board should also inform the
landscape contractor that the HOA will
pay for no work unless it is approved in
writing by an authorized HOA
representative.

www.amazon.com: 4.6 Stars
A homeowner at our HOA
recently presented a written
work order to the landscape
maintenance company. The
contractor performed the unauthorized
task which also happened to be beyond
the scope of their contract. Can the
HOA be held responsible for payment
of unauthorized work? Should the
owners be held responsible for
directives given to contractors who
have been hired by the HOA?

Q
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3. Selling the Property. This is a much
more complicated issue that needs to
involve a knowledgeable HOA
attorney. It may require 100% approval
of all the owners and their mortgagees
(will never happen).
Just because an owner comes up with a
bright idea doesn't mean the board
needs to spend time and money chasing
down all the details. Put these unit
owners to work investigating the
feasibility of their suggestions. Suggest
that a petition be circulated to the
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members to see if there is significant support for closing the
pool or selling the clubhouse, If at least 25-35%, it's
reasonable to schedule a special meeting to discuss it. Be
sure to discuss the entire process with the HOA's attorney to
make sure it conforms with applicable state statutes and the
governing documents.
Our management company seems too busy to handle
our HOA’s business. The board wants to evaluate
other management options. Is there some form or
checklist we can use? How do we determine which
company is best for our needs?AChanging managers should
be a last resort since every company comes with strengths
and weaknesses. The board should discuss specific concerns
with the current manager or company owner to see if
expectations can be aligned. If the manager/owner agrees,
she should be given a reasonable time period to accomplish
the changes. If the manager/owner is not interested or able to
comply, beginning the search for a new manager should start
with the goal of making a change within three to six months.
This kind of transition is complex and the board should take
its time.

Q

Managing HOAs is a specialty. While there are many
property management companies, there are very few that do
this kind of work. Do not consider any that don’t specialize
in it and have the clients to prove it. You will want a list of
references from HOA clients comparable to yours.
Develop a scope of work. HOA managers charge according
to the tasks outlined in the Management Agreement. The
more you ask of them, the more they charge. Regular
management tasks include:
Radon is under normal conditions gaseous and easily inhaled.
Due to differences in geology, the level of the radon gas
differs by location. Radon can accumulate in basements and
crawl spaces. According to the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), breathing high concentrations of radon is the
second most frequent cause of lung cancer after cigarette
smoking and causes 2900 deaths per year among people who
have never smoked.

1. Financial reporting, collections and bill payments.
2. Supervision of maintenance and contracts.
3. Rules enforcement.
4. Attending meetings to advise the board.
5. Responding to information requests (if it involves a unit
sale, it usually carries additional charge).

So what should an HOA do with this information? In
common wall HOAs, there may be an obligation to mitigate
radon seeping from the ground into dwellings. Where this is
likely to pop up is during a building inspection related to a
real estate sale in locations known for radon. Lenders require
the inspector to do testing prior to a closing. The seller that
receives such a positive report may be required to “fix it” and
might pass that obligation on to the board. If your board is
aware of or has been informed of positive radon reports, the
information should be circulated to all members.

6. Processing insurance claims (may involve additional
charge).
There is a HOA Management Screening Checklist in the
Manager Issues section of www.Regenesis.net available to
Gold Subscribers.

Radon on the Radar

The HOA may be responsible to mitigate the problem
depending on responsibilities outlined in the governing
documents. Have a knowledgeable attorney review the
documents and issue an opinion letter for board guidance. If
it is deemed to be an HOA responsibility, the board should
arrange a commercial radon inspection to determine a
recommended course of action. It may point to mitigating it
by having Radon Mitigation Equipment installed and
maintained by a qualified contractor. Treat it seriously.

Radon is a radioactive, colorless, odorless and tasteless gas.
It occurs naturally in tiny quantities as a step in the
radioactive decay of uranium. It has a half-life of only 3.8
days, making it one of the rarest elements. However, since
uranium is one of the most common radioactive elements
with a half-life of several billion years, radon will be present
long into the future since, in spite of its short half-life, it is
continually being generated.
The Regenesis Report
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If the HOA is not responsible for
mitigation, inexpensive short term
radon test kits are available at building
supply outlets. If the results indicate a
radon level of or more, a long term test
should be done for more conclusive
results. A level is 4 pCi/L (picoCuries
per liter of air) or more indicates a need
for Radon Mitigation Equipment, either
by a handy homeowner or a qualified
professional. With the proper test and
mitigation equipment in place, it won’t
delay a sale closing.
There is also ongoing radon monitoring
equipment which is hardwired with
battery backup. It continually tracks
radon levels and can even be connected
to a smart phone app.
Keep radon on the HOA’s radar by
being proactive. For more information,
see www.epa.gov/radon

Regenesis.net
1800 Articles

Subscribe Today!
Lights! Cameras!

A quandry that homeowner associations
face is how implement security
measures when a known violent
resident exists. The board is in a Catch
22: Fail to inform residents about a
violent resident who subsequently
injures someone and the board is held
responsible. Inform residents of a
violent resident who subsequently files
suit against the HOA for libel and the
board is held responsible. But failing to
act is not an option. Besides taking and
responding to complaints in this regard
seriously, one way to monitor resident
activity is by security cameras. If the
board is thinking about it, consider:
1. Who is going to service the cameras
to make sure they are functioning properly?
2. Who is going to monitor the cameras
and sound the alert if something
improper is occurring?
3. How many cameras and where are
they needed?

4. Do security cameras actually stop
criminal activity?
5. Is the homeowner association
responsible for law enforcement?
Installing security cameras is an
uncertain method for controlling crime.
They are often a knee jerk reaction to a
recent security incident. Once the
hysteria passes, the desire to pay the
cost is rarely there. Give the issue time
to mellow. Security is more perception
than reality. Many of the surveillance
cameras you see with the blinking red
lights are just that...fake cameras with
blinking red lights. Under the same
theory, inexpensive printed signs that
read "24 Hour Surveillance" can be just
as effective as fake cameras...assuming
that the bad guys can read.
Most security problems should be
handled by local law enforcement. The
HOA is not prepared to deal with real
crime in an effective way. Defer to the
pros. They are trained and paid to do
the job.
The HOA can and should form a
security committee and all residents
should be given information about
Neighborhood Watch and other self
help security programs.
The board can also have local law
enforcement attend a board meeting to
discuss the issues and solutions. This is
particularly important since it will be
recorded in the minutes that law
enforcement was formally put on notice
of problems. Obviously, if law
enforcement suggests corrective
measures, the HOA should take specific
action to increase security (like
improved lighting, fencing, reduced
landscape cover, etc.). The board needs
to act. But leave playing cop to the
cops.

Regenesis.net
Best Practices

Subscribe Today!
HOA Know How
When you purchase into a homeowner
association (HOA), you automatically
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become a member and obligate yourself
to financially support the operation and
obey the rules. But few buyers take the
time to examine the HOA information
to make an informed buying decision.
Here are some of the basic Know
Hows:
HOA Fees. As a member of the HOA,
you will pay fees to support
management and maintenance. High
rise condominiums and HOAs with
clubhouses, pools and parks have much
higher fees than those with few
common elements. If the HOA does
not have and fund a reserve study (30
year plan for major repairs and
replacements) for common elements
like roofing, painting, asphalt, decks
and fences, a special assessment will be
charged to each owner that can run into
many thousands of dollars. Since
boards of HOAs that don’t follow a
reserve study tend to react rather than
plan, these special assessment can
happen with little notice and the
financial obligation will fall on all
owners, including brand new ones.
KNOW HOW : Review and
understand the current budget and
reserve study. If you are considering
buying into a HOA that does not have a
reserve study, move on. It’s a special
assessment waiting to happen.

HOA

Delinquencies. HOAs can be great
when the finances are handled well.
Sharing the cost of costly amenities
makes them more affordable for all.
However, when one or more owners do
not pay their share, either the rest must
make up the shortfall or services cut.
There is no government bail-out for
HOAs. All must pay or all will suffer
the consequences.
HOA KNOW HOW:

Ask for the current
amount of delinquencies and number of
owners that are delinquent. If the
number is over 5% of the annual
budget, walk away.

HOA Rules. In addition to maintaining
common elements, HOAs also have
certain rules and regulations that must
be followed. Those rules may include
architectural and design restrictions
which control the look of your unit or
house or lifestyle rules that control pets,
parking and other things. Failure to
comply may result in fines or restriction
December 2018

from common element use (like the
pool).
HOA KNOW HOW:

Request copies of all
rules and regulations before you buy to
make sure there is nothing there you
can’t live with.
Get the Big Picture. While the home
or unit you are considering may be
newly remodeled and picture perfect, as
an HOA owner, you have an undivided
financial interest in all common
elements.
HOA KNOW HOW:
Look at all the
buildings and common elements, not
just the unit you are interested in
buying.
Do you see deferred
maintenance like peeling paint,
dilapidated roofing and fences and
broken up paving? If so, you are either
buying into a coming-soon-to-yourHOA-special assessment or a board
with its head in the sand which will fail
to maintain your biggest investment.
Either way, this is not good news for
your property value.
This is
particularly important in common wall
HOAs.

How the Board Does Business.
Inquire how often the board meets
(should be at least quarterly). Get
copies of board meeting minutes for the
past year and read them to determine
the kinds of issues the board is dealing
with. When you read the minutes, do
you see evidence of board action to
protect and maintain the common
elements? If you see a board pattern of
“does little” in the minutes, like Nero,
the board is fiddling while the HOA
burns.
HOA KNOW HOW:

Walk away.

Professional Management? If the
HOA is self managed, this is a BIG
RED FLAG. This means the fate and
maintenance of your largest investment
is in the hands of untrained part time
volunteers.
HOA KNOW HOW: If you are the kind of

person that loves a challenge and
willing to dedicate many hours of
volunteer time to steer board business,
this may be the place for you. If you
are not, walk away.
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Rental Restrictions.
As lenders
become more aggressive in setting
rental limits to HOA loans, rental
restrictions are becoming more
common. They come in two flavors:
1. Limited Restrictions. Only a
certain percentage or number of the
homes or units can be rented. The
board/manager must administrate this
moving target.
2. Total Restriction. All owners are
restricted from renting. While the most
fair approach, a slow real estate market
can force certain owners into a difficult
position if they can’t sell or rent. And
federal law requires exceptions to be
made for military members on
deployment.
HOA KNOW HOW: If your objective is to

buy and rent the home/unit and there
are rental restrictions, move on.
HOA Insurance Coverage.
Investigate the specifics, particularly if
you're in an area prone to flood,
earthquake, tornado or hurricanes.
Consider the HOA Lifestyle. Do you
hate being told what you can do with
your property?
HOA KNOW HOW:

If the HOA has
extensive architectural and design
control, walk away.
A homeowner association can be your
best friend when it prevents your
neighbor from painting her house neon
pink, but your worst enemy when they
fail to properly maintain the common
property or impose overly restrictive
rules. Make sure you know exactly
what you are getting into before you
sign the dotted line.

Regenesis.net
Sample Rules
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Water Water Everywhere
A verse from The Rhyme of the
Ancient Mariner reveals a man
surrounded by water that he wants but
5

can’t have. Areas like the Pacific
Northwest has lots of water in the
wrong places and drainage is a common
problem. Drainage falls into two
categories: structural, which involves
buildings, and topographical, which
involves surfaces.
All buildings have a structural drainage
system: Roofs capture the water, gutters
manage it and down spouts and ground
drains dispose of it. 90% of structural
drainage problems start with the system
design. When gutter size is determined
by aesthetics, downspout placement by
convenience and little thought given to
carrying capacity, poor drainage is the
result. If overflowing is occurring,
design corrections are in order.
Improper installation of well designed
systems is another variable. The proper
functioning of all gutters, down spouts
and ground drains is based in positive
slope...water runs downhill. Resetting a
negative slope can correct that issue.
Ground drains receive water from roofs,
gutters and down spouts. They also
accept leaves, twigs, bottle caps, nails,
pieces of shingles and what-have-you
that create blockage. Regular gutter and
downspout cleaning helps maintain
healthy ground drains. Periodically,
however, a pipe rooting service is
called for. As the name implies, many
of the blockages can be attributable to
roots getting in the pipes. This is
particularly common in older systems
that have cracked pipes or unsealed
joints. If ground drain backups are
frequent, it’s wise to have a preventive
pre-winter rooting done to the system.
If you forget, fear not. The flooding
will remind you.
Now, on to topographical drainage.
Some areas are blessed with a high clay
content soil which "sponges" water.
Positive grading is critical to move
water downstream because clay won’t
allow water to "percolate" out quickly
enough to prevent ground saturation.
Ground saturation creates swampy, soft
areas and puts enormous pressure on
building foundations. If the foundation
has cracks, the water will find them,
flooding crawlspaces and basements. If
there are no cracks, the pressure will
cause a weakness in the concrete and
crack it. If these conditions exist,
excavating around the foundation and
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installing a perforated drainage system
to carry the water away is a possible
solution.

looked in his briefcase but couldn't find
it. Then he looked in the seat beside
him. He still couldn't find it.

Perforated pipe systems are a good
solution as well for swampy landscaped
areas where regrading isn’t possible.
Another solution is a french drain
system like an underground perforated
55 gallon drum set in the low or
swampy area. Ground water
accumulates in the drum and either
slowly percolates out or is removed by
drainage pipe system sometimes
supplemented with a sump pump.

The conductor said, “Dr. Einstein, I
know who you are. I'm sure you bought
a ticket. Don't worry about it.” Einstein
nodded appreciatively. The conductor
continued down the aisle punching
tickets. As he was ready to move to the
next car, he turned around and saw
Einstein down on his hands and knees
looking under his seat for his ticket.

The rains of winter teach us much about
weaknesses in our drainage systems.
While the rains will pass, poor drainage
will continue to damage the
landscaping and buildings if not
corrected. Take the time this winter to
inspect your property for problem areas
that can be corrected during fair
weather. Before you undergo any
substantial corrections, get detailed
design specifications from a qualified
engineer.

Regenesis.net
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An Unsharpened Pencil
In 2000, Billy Graham, the famous
Christian evangelist, was invited to a
luncheon in his honor in Charlotte NC.
He initially hesitated to accept because
he struggles with Parkinson's disease.
But the host said, “We don't expect a
major address. Just come.” So he
agreed.
After wonderful things were said about
him, Dr. Graham stepped to the
podium, looked at the crowd, and said,
"I'm reminded today of Albert Einstein,
the great physicist who was honored by
Time magazine as the Man of the
Century. Einstein was once traveling
from Princeton on a train when the
conductor came down the aisle
punching the tickets of every passenger.
When he came to Einstein, Einstein
reached in his vest pocket. He couldn't
find his ticket, so he reached in his
trouser pockets. It wasn't there. He
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The conductor rushed back and
repeated, “Dr. Einstein, Dr. Einstein,
don't worry, I know who you are. I'm
sure you bought a ticket.” Einstein
looked at him and said, “Young man, I
too know who I am. What I don't know
is where I'm going.''
Dr. Graham continued, "See the suit I'm
wearing? It's a brand new suit. My
children tell me I've gotten a little
slovenly in my old age. I used to be a
bit more fastidious. So I bought a new
suit for this luncheon and one more
occasion.
You know what that
occasion is? This is the suit in which I'll
be buried. But when you hear I'm dead,
I want you to remember this: I not only
know who I am, I also know where I'm
going."

( Why does someone believe you
when you say there are four billion
stars, but check when you say the
paint is wet?
( Behind every successful man is his
woman. Behind the fall of a
successful man is usually another
woman.
( A clear conscience is usually the
sign of a bad memory.
( You do not need a parachute to
skydive. You only need a parachute
to skydive twice.
( The voices in my head may not be
real, but they have some good ideas!
( Always borrow money from a
pessimist. He won't expect it back.
( A diplomat is someone who can tell
you to go to hell in such a way that
you will look forward to the trip.
( Hospitality: making your guests feel
like they're at home, even if you
wish they were.
( Money can't buy happiness, but it
sure makes misery easier to live
with.

Life without God is like an
unsharpened pencil. It has no point.

( I discovered I scream the same way
whether I'm about to be devoured by
a great white shark or if a piece of
seaweed touches my foot.

Regenesis.net

( Some cause happiness wherever
they go while others whenever they
go.

Ask the HOA Expert™
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( I used to be indecisive. Now I'm not
sure.

Paraprosdokians

( When tempted to fight fire with fire,
remember that the Fire Department
usually uses water.

A "paraprosdokian" is a literary device
in which the final part of a phrase or
sentence is unexpected.
( Whenever I fill out an application,
in the part that says "In case of
emergency, notify_______" I write
"DOCTOR."
( I didn't say it was your fault, I said I
was blaming you.
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( You're never too old to learn
something stupid.
( Nostalgia isn't what it used to be.
( A bus is a vehicle that runs twice as
fast when you are after it as when
you are in it.
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Service Directory
ACCOUNTING & AUDITS
Cagianut & Company
425.641.4808
Catherine Kuhn CPA cathy@hoacpa.com
www.hoacpa.com Tax returns, audits, budget
assistance
ATTORNEYS
Law Offices of James L. Strichartz
206.388.0600
lawyers@condo-lawyers.com www.condo-lawyers.com
Document prep and amendment, rules enforcement,
dispute resolution, assessment collection
Rafel Law Group
206.838.2660
Anthony Rafel arafel@rafellawgroup.com
www.rafellawgroup.com
HOA representation and
construction defect litigation. Free initial consultation
BANKING
Alliance Association Bank
206.327.0496
Judy Nordstrom jnordstrom@allianceassociationbank.com
227 Bellevue Way NE #531, Bellevue WA 98004
www.allianceassociationbank.com Specialize in HOA
banking, lending, investment planning, CDs and Money
Market accounts
COLLECTION SERVICES
Saba Commercial Services
360.1779.3646
Paula Bartlett sabacollections@comcast.net
www.collectmoremoney.com
Since 1976. Hands on
personal approach and state of the art computer
technology ensures effective results.
EDUCATION & TRAINING
Condo & HOA Buzz 1150 AM KKNW Radio
Duncan Kirk and Dan Zimberoff provide education,
entertainment, guests, features and call-in conversations
each Wednesday 4-5 pm. Live streaming:
http://1150kknw.com/listen
Archived podcasts:
http://1150kknw.com/archives/condo-hoa-buzz-archive/
HOMEOWNER ASSOCIATION MANAGEMENT
Morris Management, Inc.
425.283.5858
Bruce Clary bclary@morrismanagement.com
th
325 118 Av SE #204, Bellevue WA
www.morrismanagement.com Seasoned professionals
in condominium & homeowner association management

INSURANCE
Community Association Underwriters 800.228.1930
Amy Clements
aclements@cauinsure.com
40 Lake Bellevue Dr #100, Bellevue WA 98005
www.cauinsure.com
Condominium and homeowner
association insurance
American Benefits, Inc.
503.292.1580
Vern Newcomb
vernnewcombabipdx.com
9755 SW Barnes Rd, Ste 290
Portland OR 97225
www.abipdx.com
Condominium and homeowner association insurance
LANDSCAPE SERVICES
Full Circle Landscape Services
425.361.7528
Scott Kimpton scott@fclswa.com
Consistent/reliable service; proactive and cost-saving
solutions for over 100 years.
WA#FULLCCL900BF
PAINTING CONTRACTORS
Townhouse Painters, LLC
425.442.7468
Scott Everson scott@townhousepainters.com
www.townhousepainters.com
16625 Redmond Way, Redmond WA 98052
Professional results; daily clean-up; estimates for reserve
studies. WA# TOWNHPI014CP
PEST CONTROL
All-Pro Pest Control
206.762.3959
Frank Pannier frank@all-propestcontrol.net
www.all-propestcontrol.net Rodents,ants, spiders, yellow
jackets, bees, more; long term maintenance programs
REAL ESTATE SALES & LISTINGS
Keller Williams Realty
206.972.3031
John Thompson john@johnthompson.com
Serving Seattle condominiums and homeowner
association sellers and buyers.
RESERVE STUDY SERVICE
Regenesis Reserves
Michael Stewart PRA

503.268.1789

michael@RegenesisReserves.com

Richard Thompson PRA
rich@RegenesisReserves.com
www.RegenesisReserves.com
Professional Reserve Analyst; 30 year reserve study
Complies with Washington law. Easy to understand.
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ROOFING CONTRACTORS
Larry Haights’s Residential Roofing 425.881.9771
info@larryhaight.com
www.larryhaight.com
HOA experts in roofing, gutters & skylights since 1985
TREEWORK
The Bartlett Tree Experts
425.481.6529
Robert Case rcase@bartlett.com
C 206.396.2955
www.bartlett.com/locations/Kenmore-WA.com
Tree pruning, removal, planting, transplanting, cabling,
bracing, disease/pest management, tree inventory, soil
analysis, root care, stump grinding
WA# 602831916

Would you like to reach
Seattle condominium
associations with your
product or service?
What Our Readers Say
I love The Regenesis Report! Very useful information.
I cannot wait to get next month's edition.
Jan Simon - Washington
I appreciate all the great advice over the years.
Bruce Clary - Morris Management
We find The Regenesis Report very interesting and
educational.
Joe Cusato - Washington

ADVERTISE IN

The
Regenesis
Report

Rich Thompson
F 503.481.7974
rich@regenesis.net

